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SUMMARY
Two distinct mixed boundary problems are investigated: the 
parallel disk capacitor with a dielectric layer between the plates 
and the circular disk viscometer on or below the interface, between 
2 immiscible liquids.
In the first chapter a brief historical review of prime 
contributions in each of these fields is given; then,in the second^ 
the parallel disk capacitor^with a dielectric layer confined to the 
space between the plates^is analysed using asymptotic methods and a 
formula for the capacity/to order log e,is derived.
The third chapter contains an analysis of the parallel plate 
capacitor with an infinite dielectric layer leading to a Fredholm 
equation of the second kind which may be solved only numerical 
techniques.
The methods of the third chapter are applied to the viscometer 
problem in chapter 4, and again numerical techniques are needed to 
complete the solution. A computer program suitable for solving these 
numerical problems is given in Appendix 1.
In each of these two chapters, some allied, problems are examined 
and appropriate Fredholm equations produced. Also in chapter 4 some 
alternative, approximate series solutions are found.
This dissertation extends the work of many researchers over 
the last 100 years and utilises the well known similarities between 
problems in electrostatics and in fluid dynamics, of the so called 
mixed boundary value type.
I would like to acknowledge the assistance given to me by my 
supervisor Dr. R. Shail, and the patience of my typist K. Manners.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
There are four distinct classes of problems in potential theory, 
which may be distinguished by the conditions imposed at the boundary 
of the region within which the potential function is to be determined. 
In Dirichlet problems, the potential function (0) itself is prescribed 
on all points of the boundary, while in Neumann problems it is the
r\ nl
normal derivative of the ootential ( ^  ) which is known. Tne third‘ on'
class of problems are those involving an impedance condition of the 
form
over all the boundary, while the fourth type of problem arises when 
each, of these functions (the potential and its normal derivative) is 
defined for part of the boundary. This is known as a "mixed" boundary 
value problem.
One classical problem of this "mixed" type concerns the circular 
disk capacitor, when the plates are close together. In this problem, 
by investigation of the electrostatic potential due to a pair of 
disks charged to equal and opposite potentials, a formula for, or a 
numerical estimation of, the capacity is sought.
The elementary solution for the capacity of a circular disk 
capacitor in free space, which is found by assuming that the electric 
field between the plates is uniform, is
8 i ’
where £ is the ratio of the separation of the disks to their diameter.
Some early work to improve this formula was done by Maxwell EG- 
in 1866, and since then many contributions have been made, using a 
multitude of different techniques. M i c h e l ! EG ? BromwichEG and Love W  
considered capacitors with plates of negligible thickness, and obtained 
'solutions for the two-dimensional capacitor, correct to order unity. 
However these are of only passing interest here, where the three 
dimensional capacitor is to be investigated.
KirchpffL>J examined the capacitor -with disks of finite thickness 
by introducing the concept of three regions, solving for the potential 
in each region, and then combining the solutions.. The solution 
obtained by this method is
C = s V  + T T  log 7  + 4V  (l°s 8,r - h  + o (1) ,
IgnatowskyLJ also produced, by use of Legendre functions, an
expansion to this order. He suggested a correction to the above
1 4 Pf]formula of log — , but a rigorous analysis by HutsonLJ supports
Kirchoff’s result.
(q1
Love1— 1 formulated the problem as an integral equation, with the 
capacity given by 
1
c = ~  J  f(t) dt.
0
In this formula, f(t) is a continuous, real, even function,
satisfying the integral equation
1
? f f(t) dt
f W  771--7 ~ , 2  = 1 -1< X <  1J 4 6 + (x-t)
-1
This work was used by Hutson (loc. sit.)
r9i
Other noteworthy contributors in this field are Polya and Szego*— 1 
who used variational techniques to produce approximate solutions, 
Serini^^ , who used dual integral equations, N o m u r a a n d
15.21Nicholson1— ’ , who both used infinite series solutions.
More recently Leppington and Levine have treated the problem 
with disks of negligible thickness, and have improved upon Hutson’s 
result by examining the error. The correction suggested is
— 4" £ (log £ f,
8  7T
and it is fiirther deduced that the remaining error is 0( £ log£ ). 
fiAl
Shaw1— 1 has used the method of matched asymptotic expansions 
to investigate the problem with finitely thick disks, and it is this 
work that will be closely followed in Chapter 2.
In this dissertation an attempt is made to extend the work of 
these researchers to include configurations in which part of the 
space between the plates is occupied by a dielectric of permittivity
Professor Y/oods, of the Chemical Engineering department at the 
University of Surrey, has expressed interest in the accurate 
determination of the permittivity of a dielectric by the positioning 
of a small slab, or of a large sheet, of dielectric between the plates 
of the capacitor, and measuring the resultant change in capacity.
It is found that the.first of these cases, when the radius of 
the dielectric slab is less than that of the capacitor’s plates 
(Fig 1.1) can be analysed using the asymptotic method of Shaw. The 
radius of the dielectric must be restricted because, as the interface 
of the dielectric and free space approaches the edge of the disks, 
problems occur in both the matching process, and the edge region 
analysis.
Fig. 1.1 The -Bestrie •feed - dielectric
The second case will be modelled by a configuration including 
a dielectric layer of infinite radius (Fig. 1.2). Numerical methods 
are used to reduce this problem to a Fredholm integral equation of
the second kind, which is then solved using a method due to Fox and
p  ^ • WGoodwin.
/>‘z :
\ \ V \ \ :
\
V \ \ r
Fig. 1,2 The Infinite Dielectric
To readers with experience in this field, it will come as no 
surprise that the methods developed for the solution of a problem in 
electrostatics are readily adaptable to one in fluid dynamics.
Most of the authors mentioned above investigate some configuration 
involving one or two slowly rotating disks in a homogeneous infinite 
fluid medium. In addition, mention must be made of the work of
ll6lGoldsteinL J , who starts by examining an infinite disk, and applies 
his results to a finite disk in an infinite fluid, and S h a i l ^ 5 ^  , 
who considers the finite disk rotating in, and below the surface of a 
semi-infinite bulk fluid with an adsorbed surface film.
The work in this field is directed towards the calculation of 
the torque required to maintain the slow steady rotation of a disk in 
some combination of fluids, or in one homogeneous fluid.
In this thesis, the configuration examined is of a single 
circular disk rotating slowly and steadily in a semi-infinite bulk 
fluid, with a surface layer of a second fluid (Pig. 1.3), the other 
surface of which is "free" (i.e. experiences no shear stress).
Pig. 1.3 The Viscometer
The methods used to approach this problem are numerical ones, 
adapted from the previous work oh the capacitor with an infinite 
dielectric. In each of these cases, no formula (as such) is derived 
for the capacity/torque, and so in order to arrive at a satisfactory 
solution for the permittivity/viscosity of the second dielectric/ 
fluid from this work, comprehensive tables of numerical results are 
needed. . • -v-. .
In addition to the two main problems outlined above, some allied 
problems are considered. These include the electrostatic problem of 
two equally charged disks close together, and the fluid dynamics 
problem created by replacing the free surface in Pig. 1.3 by a rigid 
surface.
CHAPTER 2
THE CAPACITOR WITH RESTRICTED DIELECTRIC
2.1 The Basic Problem
The circular disk capacitor consists of a pair of identical, 
thin, coaxial disks of radius b, and thickness t, separated by a 
distance 2h. They are placed in an infinite homogeneous medium of 
permittivity and have between them a coaxial slab of dielectric 
of permittivity'This dielectric slab is of radius a* (<b) and 
thickness 2h. The two plates are charged to equal and opposite 
potentials, of magnitude Vo, and the potential is assumed to be zero 
at infinity.
The centre of the co-ordinate axes is chosen to be the point on 
the common axis of the disks (and the dielectric slab), midway between 
them. The configuration is axially symmetric, and so cylindrical 
polar co-ordinates (r*, 0, Z*) are taken (see Pig 2.l).
Z*
r*
Pig 2.1
Purther, in order to make the mathematical treatment easier, the 
governing equations are made dimensionless by the following changes of 
variable:
Prom these changes, it can be seen that, since the electro­
static potential satisfies the axially symmetric Laplace1s equation 
in three dimensions, the governing equations (including boundary 
conditions) are
b2V + ±  bV +
b v 2 r br
V = + 1 when Z = + £ , or + £ (l + 7 ) for r <1 1 (2.2)
V == 1 when t <  Z <  £ (l + 7 ) for r = 1 (2.3)
V = - 1 when - £ > Z >  - £ (l + 7) for r = 1 (2.4)
V— 0 when Z2 + T 2— oo (2.5)
In addition to these conditions, at the interface between the
dielectric ana free space, when r = a, an extra boundary condition 
must be met. On this surface there will be no charge, and therefore
si I - Hofll = 0  (2.6)
r=a-o r=a+o
2.2 The Asymptotic Approach
No exact solution for equation 2.1, under these conditions, 
has been found; nor does any such solution seem likely, so an 
approximate solution for the potential V(r, z) is sought. One 
approach to the problem is to generate an asymptotic series in 
terms of the parameter t . This method has been chosen here, as it 
is known that the elementary approximations for capacity both with 
and without dielectrics are more accurate for small separations, so
- 4  = 0 (2.1) 
6Z
our initial approximations will be obtained by consideration of the 
limiting case of £— K 0.
As the disks approach each other, the opposite charge distributions 
tend to form a uniform distribution of dipoles over the disk r <s 1.
This leads to a solution valid in the region away from the disks, 
but which has (as will be shown later) a singularity as r—^1, z-^0.
In addition, all details of the region between the disks are lost.
In order to examine the region including the singularity more 
closely, stretched independent variables X and Y are defined to be
The substitution of these variables into equations 2.1 - 2.4, and the 
subsequent taking of the limit £ — > 0, produces the edge limit 
problem.
. fi4]
Thus far Shaw's paper1- -1 has been closely followed, but at this 
point a modification is introduced, in order to cope with the change 
in the configuration. The problem examined here involves a dielectric 
slab of permittivity p^in between the disks, effectively dividing the 
inner region into three parts. These regions will be known as the 
"centre11, "interface", and "ring" regions. Any changes in the 
analysis will originate in these areas.
r >.
1 , J
1 •» ’ I J. n interface 
region
1
J
i
1 ring
■■■ T-;--» '
edge ' j cen 
region 1 » reg:1 1 < I 1
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ii
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Pig 2.2 A Plan of the Capacitor
In each of these inner regions, new independent variables will 
be chosen in order to make analysis easier.
In the centre region, the variables used are
These variables expand the centre region into a cylinder radius 1, 
height 2.
In the interface region the chosen variables are
These variables expand the region a - £ <  r < a + f , ) Z| < f to 
the region | E | < 1 , | Zj | < 1 .
Finally, for the ring region, suitable variables are
E = (1 ->-? f  fe- .*■> , Z = 1 .r 1 - a ’ r c *
In each region, an asymptotic expansion is sought for the 
potential V, as e — 0. Thus, in a given region 11 j”, an asymptotic 
parameter expansion is assumed, of vthe form
. '.00
cii , , o  (s) (j)
V u j  (Hj, Zj;<) ~ ^  -A m ■(«) v m (Ej, Zj) as 0
m  as 0
0 )
The X m will be obtained during the analysis, and are at this stage
unknown, as are the V .m
During the analysis, adjacent regions will be matched, both in 
order to evaluate constants and to generate the functions of
■ d )  .
( A m ( O) for the asymptotic parameter series. The matching
[22l
principle used is due to Van Dyke J and can be stated formally as:
(j)
The ,fi region" expansion to order X m (€) of the "j region1
(3),.
expansion to order X (e) is equal to the "j region” expansion to
0),. (3)
order X ^ (e; of the "i region" expansion to order X m (6).
This will be abbreviated to
(j) ( (j) I (d) ( (d)
o( x m ( O V  j 0( v n (0)j j = 0( X n (0)(3) j 0( X m (0)
The result of this matching process is to ensure that the correct 
form of the asymptotic series in each region is chosen. The normal 
order of matching will be: firstly match each region*s first 
approximation with an adjacent region’s .first, approximation, in order 
to evaluate any constants. Secondly, form the expansion of the "first 
order expansion in one region to the next order in an adjacent region, 
in order to discover the form of the asymptotic series in this 
second region.
In order to facilitate later calculations, a conjugate function, 
U, is introduced. The relationship between U and V is that
, and|2 = ril dZ dr ’ dr 6 Z
It is assumed that an asymptotic expansion for U, similar to
(d)
(but not necessarily with the same X m s as) the expansion for V, 
exists.
2.3 First Approximations in Each Region 
The Exterior
As S tends to zero, the boundary conditions (2.2) to (2.4)
indicate that the system will behave like a uniform layer of dipoles. 
Using the elementary solution for the-charge density ( <r = )
we obtain the formula
.27T{
ext n
V (r, z) = -— ~ o ’ 4 tt£
bdb
[(z - £)2 .+ r2 t *2 - 2rbcos ©
[(z +8) + r + b - 2rbcos o] it de
By taking the binomial expansion for the denominators, and the 
limit £ — 0, this is reduced to
1 2^ r
ext
v0 (r’ z) = 2 T / b d© db
0 0
(z2 + (r + b)2)5^  (l - k2 cos2 0) 5//2
■where
k = 1 Z2 + (r - b)2 
z2 + (r + b)2 •
Since
/ !22 ^3(l - k2 sin2 ©)"'2 d© =
0 %
(see for example Whittaker and Watson 
we can further reduce this expression to
(k*2 =-1 ^  k2)
12
/
2 p O i
(1 - k‘ sin e)2 de.
o
The singularity (which was mentioned above) is apparent, as 
when z  ► 0 and r  ► 1, the integral behaves as log
(l - r).
ext t \The function conjugate to Vq (r, z) is
TJ 6Xt (r, z) = SS. J -  
o 5r dr
K(k) b db
[z2 + (r + b)2 ] *;
where K(k) =
p  p  O  —  2
(l - sin ©) d©#
sxiiThis expression for U can be rewritten in terms of complete elliptic 
integrals as
rr ext / \ 1U (r, z) = - —
O 71'
z2 + r2 + 1 
[z2 + (r + l)2T ^
?(k*)
- [ z2 + (r + l)2 ] * B(k*) (2.8)
where k*2 = 1 - 2 .t-fc.- l). .
+ (r + l)
The constant of integration has been chosen in order to make 
u(o, e.(i+7 )) zero.
The choice of co-ordinates described in Section 2.2 for the edge 
region causes (2.l) to become
2 . e _ _ _ +  -
ax i + e x
which in the limit £  0 becomes
(2.9)
The boundary conditions (2.2) - (2.5) are now represented by
V = ± 1 when Y = + 1 or Y = ± (l + 7 ), X < 0,
V = 1 when 1 < Y < 1 + 7 , X = 0,
V = - 1 Tdien -1 > Y > - (l + 7 ), X = 0.
In this region, complex variable techniques will be used. A 
Schwarz - Christoff el transformation is used to map the surface of the 
Z* = X + iY plane onto the line 77 = 0 in the t = £ + i 17 plane.
The general form of a Schwarz - Chris toff el transformation is
«r = (S^  - tt )/71 for each interior angle, 0p, and the tr are
n
H y x  Li
= A TT ■ (t - tp) , where the a r are found by 
r=l
arbitrary points on the £ axis. In this case the plates are
considered to form a polygon in the Z* plane, and the appropriate 
mapping, which is due to Kirchhoff is
Z* = - i + [ ( A 2 - t2 ) ( n2 - t2) ] * +
log ( u2 - t2)^ + ( A 2 - t2 V
_1
71
log A ( u2 - t2)2 + u(A2 - t2)2 
•A ( p2 - t2)2 - u( -A2 - t2)2 (2.10) ,
where 2 + 7 2 n
JL2
2 71
and 2 +y2 7T " ~V 2 7r
A
2
The edge vertices at X = 0, Y = + 1, + (l + Y ) are mapped onto the 
points +A , + p respectively.
Since we are working in a complex plane, we consider the complex 
potential W = U + iV, and find that the function which satisfies (2*9) 
and with the required change from 1 to -1 at v = 0, as £ goes from 
negative to positive values, is
W0 (X, X) = -i. log (t2) - i + C
edge
(2.11)
where C e ®e is constant, o
15
The Ring Region
Using the ring region variables described earlier, equation 
2,1 is
i -s V 2 a 2v + / i -s V  /  i - s \ a v +
1 - a / a s  2 \ 1 - a / \ (l - a)R + (c - a)/ a Hr
J L  j f l  = 0
s 2 a z2 ’
which reduces to
2
= 0 as £ ----> 0 (2.12).
a z  ^
The boundary conditions which are relevant in this region, 
derived from (2.2) are
V = 1 when Z^ = 1
V = -1 when Z = -1.r
Together with (2.12) these conditions are satisfied by
V (R , Z ) = Z (2.13).o r r r
The conjugate function is found from the equations
tJH V s
0 d o = 0,
d Z r d r
16
and
TJ ^  V R
a V  x avo
6r az
r _dIoH
azR a z
£ ■•
Thus
= ( L lf f r  + <1 - “)2 ) Hr2 + ( Su~=~  - d  - 3a + 2a2k ,  +
(a - a 2) + Cq (2.14)
Rwhere Cq. is an integration constant, and will be found, along with 
all the other "C^’s, during the matching procedures below*
The Interface Region
Using the variables chosen for this region, (2.1) becomes
a 2v a 2v s a v
dSi^ azi2 a + S, R aRj
0 as £ - — > 0 (2.15)
Again the relevant boundary conditions reduce to
V = + l, when Z^  = + 1,
and a suitable solution is
V *  (P.r  Z.) = Zx (2.16)
with its conjugate
Do1 (Hr  ZI) = 2 T  + a E I + C 1 (2.17)
a v 1
Clearly ■ = °,
so that at the boundary between the dielectric, and the "free space", 
where the permittivity changes from to ^  (R^  = o) there is no 
change in the electric flux density, as required by (2.6).
The Centre Region
When the appropriate variables are substituted into (2.1), the 
equation becomes
2 2 2 2 a v s a v £ a v
^  ^ p 2 2
3z a d R  a R aRc c c c
0 as S — > 0 (2.18)
with the same boundary conditions as in the previous two regions.
The solution is
(2.19)
(2.20).
2.4 The Matching Process
Beginning with the centre and interface regions, adjacent regions 
will be matched, moving outwards, in order to evaluate the constants 
of integration introduced above.
Following the matching principle described in Section (2.2) we 
examine the interface expansion of U^ ;
0(l) Inter (u c) = 11m (—  ( 1 ) + C 0 )
° = — * 0 2 ? a
2a 2a B_
- - = —  + --- 1 + C  C
2 £ 2 ° *
By comparing this with (2.17), it is clear that
V c (R , Z ) = Z 
o cv c c
with conjugate
a2 R 2
tr c (r , z ) =  -----   + c c
o c c 2 £ 0
RRow the interface expansion of Uq is considered.
0(l) inter (U R) = lim (—— • - (a - a2) +
0  ^ ^ 2 ££ — > 0 .
e . d . - n
+ ( + (1 - a)2) ( HI + S )2 + CoE)
a / 2\ _ , / 2\ _ R
gT” “ (a “ a ) + .aEx + 'a ” a ' + °o
2 T  + aHI + CoE-
Once again, comparison with (2.17) shows that
0 s = c 1O O
In order to match U with the ring solution, the Schwarz
o
Christoff el transformation (2.10) must be inverted for small | tj, as 
this corresponds to the area between the plates. Since we are 
considering |t [< A binomial expansions for the square roots are used 
to give
Z* = -i + A p.
1 + 7 ,+--- —  log
71
2 2
Jl (l - 2 + ..) + 4 (l -|-j-2+ ...)
2 2
t» (l --f-2 + ••) - 4 (l - J j 2 + ...)
71 log
t2 t2
A H C1 -~2 ~u2 + •••) + A pC1 “ y j 2 + •••) 
2 2
A p (l - j-rZ + ...) - A p(l --|j-2 + ...)
♦ 1 1 + 1  / u. + A %- i + A p. + — —  log ( -Jr— “ )
r  “ A7T
7T
log
2 A p
t 
2 -
+ 0(t2)
i + — log7r n
2 + 7 1 2 + log t '
71
+ “T —  log7T
2 -2 
1 1 i—
4 A p
+ 0 (t2)
-i + —  + 1 - - log
7T 71
1 . .2 1 . (2 + V ) 2 V s+ —  log t + —  log V ---
71
- i + — - log
7T
t2 + 4 + 4  log d  - L  log - £ ± L  + 0( t2)
Using this in equation (2.1l), we find that
• » w  v a s * -  *  -  * i  *
where X, = + -A- log ■ (2, + r)” + _ L  log
1 7T 7T °  2 2 7T 6  y
<LL
To match with this, the first order approximation for U in the 
ring region must be expanded in terms of the edge variables. Thus
r  r-
0(1) edge 0 *  = 0(l)edge < R
(a - a ) - (l - 3a + a ) 2V . 'Rar + 2 T "  (a' a ) + C o
= lim 
£ — ► 0
/(l - a) , n2s . .. £ X \Z .( U 2 T "  + (1 - ^  ) (1 + 3 - 7 ^ )  +
((*=§_) _ (1 . 3a + a2)) (l + £ | ) + - (a - a2)
+ c R
as
R = (l ~ £ )r - (a -S ) 
1 - a
(l - £ ) (l + a )  - (a - S ) 
• (l - a)
1 4- S X - £ - ■ S X - a + £ 
(l - a)
= i + + °(£-2)
It can be deduced that, taking the limit S 0
0(l) edge U R = + X + C R,0 0 2c o .
and hence
C R = c edge - o o ~ 2 £ *
edge extFinally we wish to match TJ^ e a-pd UQ . Again we must invert 
the Schwarz Christoff el transformation; this time | 11 > so a 
different binomial expansion is required, leading to the equation
Z* = - i - t
, 2 2
1 _ A ^ +J- o *r • *
2t
1 + V n +  ----  log
71
,2, 2
2t - 2t
2 2 A - U +
2t
71
log
(.1+ |l)'t + 0( )
(.-> - fl)t + 0( i  )
2 . 2
i _ t2 + + i l l i o g  (-t‘) +
2 ' Jt ■
2\ . 1 + Y . 1
log 2 2
7T
+ -U- log ( A - ^ ) + o(i)
7T 1 •,A + p. t
23
= _t2 +.1±L  . I  log ( 2+Z ) _ I  !og(2+ i £ r
7T 7T 6 \ 2n ) 71 '2 7T
+ log (-t2) + 0(^ 2)
In other words
i i 
.2
t2 = -z* + i ± L  - 1  log (| f ) - 1  logtt n & \ 2tt / 7T 2 7T
If we introduce a constant XQ, such that
x =i±l-Ilog (If) - J l o g - ^0 7T 7T °  \ 27T / 7T 2 7T
i i.
2-v2
then
t2 = -Z* + X + log (-t2) + 0(-J° . 7T ■ jd
The constant and log terms will be used in later approximations, but 
to first order
u edge = i  log It2I + C edSe 
0 7T & ' 1 O
_ JL log- (X2 + y2)i + c edge
71 O
The edge expansion of the exterior solution is
0(l) u ext = lim
■ ° 5 o 71
1 + (l + £ X)2 +  £2 Y2
Jj2y2- + (2 + 8 x)2 ”j
X K(k*)
- £4 + 4 S X +  S 2 (x2 + Y2rj 2
As S  P> 0, (k*) = 1 - £2(X? + Y2)
4 + 4 S X +  £ 2(X2 + Y2)
and K(k*) — >  log 8
t(X2 + Y2)2
E(k*)--->  1, (see, for example, Whittaker and Watson^^ )
Using the se re suits in the above expression gives
o(l) , _ext _. v edge Uq = lim
71
" 2+2 t X+ ^2(X2+Y2) x 8
(4+4SX+ S2(X2+Y2Q  2 £ (X^Y2)2
4+4 £ X+ :2(Z2+X2)
= — f  (log-f- - log (X2+Y2)^ - 2)
= —  log (X2*!2)* + — (log 4- + 2)
7T 7T O
Now it can be seen that
codee = 4 -  (l°s T  + 2) (2»2l)
and that the other constants are
c (o) = c (I) = c (E)O " O “ O
_ edge Y 1 
" o * I ” 2 £
2.5 The Second Approximations
For each region the form of the second approximation for' V in 
a given region will be found by an examination of the expansion 
already obtained for V in a neighbouring region.
Exterior
The exterior expansion of VQe^ e is given by
ext (V ed&e) ^ ext arg (t2) - l)
O  7T
= ext arg[- (X - Xq log (x2 + Y2)2
+ iY - i arg' (Z*))j - l)
1+ V Y
ext (-|—  tan-1 (Y ~ "-----    2 ~ 2 ~ x
* X - X - ^  log ( x W ) 8o rf °
))
ext (  tan*" -
x x“+2 ,.2.^ 2
tan —  +
+ —x——r log ( x W  ) ®)1+V Y
7T x2+y2
1 -1  Z 1+K ” z—  tan -1--- + 8 logs
v r-1 ?r v (r-l)2+Z2
X Z o i+v z
(r-l)2 + Z2 * (r-l)^* log ((r-l)^+Z*)
+ (-
2 _2 ,2. „2
r-l
(r-l)2 + Z2 r-l
tan-1 Z (2.23)
which is of the form
ext V®dge (r, Z; J ) ~ v f ( r ,  Z) + SlogS. ?n ext(r, Z)+£ V1®rt(r,z;).12
When this expression is substituted into equations (2.l), (2.2), and
/ \ Q y I* g y +
(2.5), the following equations for V and V. 0 are obtained:
2 ext ext a T ext
q 11 V11 | 11 _ 0 (2.24a)
d r r dr 3 Z ‘
Vlie3rt (r, + O) = 0 when 0 -g r < 1 (2.24b)
v ert (r, Z)  »■ 0 as r2 + Z2 ---=► 0 (2.24o)
82 y ext 1 a y e3rt 82V ext
- J h 2 + ± 1 1 1 2 + _ J £  = 0  (2.25 a)
d r r a r 3 Z
^  ” - a v  ext
V ext (r, ± 0) = + ( l + V ) — —  when 0 < r < 1 (2.25b)
ld ■■ . , 8 Z
and V12ext (r, Z) — » 0 as r2 + Z2— > 0. (2.25c)
The boundary conditions for and at Z = + 0 0 r < 1 are
derived from consideration of the Taylor series
©xt ■ ■ ■
Vext (r, S (l + X)) = Vext (r, 0) + = (l + I-4) —  (r, 0) ;+....,
: . 3  Z
which arises from the fact that the boundary conditions are imposed at
the varying locations (r, + e (l+T )).
In an allied, two-dimensional problem, Shaw has shown that
6x1)can be found by differentiating Vq with respect to r. Using this 
6 xttechnique, can be shown to be
Tx ext (r, Z) = - i±| ..£(**) ..    (2.26)
11 2 |JZ:2+ (r+l)2] 8 Z + (r-l)
This function will allow matching with (2.23), according to the principle 
outlined in Section 2.2. It can be interpreted as being due to the 
coalescence of two opposing dipole disks, with vertical axes in the r
0 X"fcdirection. The appropriate conjugate of is
K(k*)) (2.27)
V^2 can be seen, by comparison of the three equations 
(2.25) with the equations for Vq , to be a potential due to a 
distribution of dipoles over the disk Z = 0, r < 1. The dipole 
density is known in terms of the boundary values
However this solution is divergent at b = 1, and will not provide 
matching with (2.23). This being the case, eigensolutions are sought 
to reduce the singularity, and enable matching to take place. The 
eigensolutions required are solutions of 2.25 which are identically 
zero at Z = + 0, r <  1. The basic eigensolution to be used is
Vl2ext (r, ± 0) = ±2 ( when r < 1
One solution of (2*25), with this boundary condition is
0
O 2 + (r - l)2! Ez2 + (r + l)2!2
E(k*)
and so by comparison with equations (2.24) and (2.23) we can deduce 
that the completed solution is
T 2—  (r, Z) = 2
7T
4Z E(k) 1 E(b) b
Z2+(r-b)2 tlZ^Cr+b)2]^ 1-b2
1 E(k*) _ _
2 Z2+(r.-l)2 [Z2+
1 db
2 1-b
2X Z 71 o E(k*)
1+ K Z2+(r-l)2 Q^+Cr+l)2] 2
(2.28) ,
The conjugate of this function is
U12~~" (r’ Z) = .2u
4r^ (  r 1 ztei —  x  m b
• dr J 0 Cz +(r+^ ) J 2 1-b2
[z2+(r+l)^] 2 1-b
7T X
1+ r E z ^ ( r +l ) t P  Z +(r-l)
i (Z|2'VTT,2 E(lc*)-K(k*)) (2.29)
The Edge Region
0
In order to obtain the edge expansion of V to order £ , 
polynomial expansions for the elliptic integrals due to Hastings 
are required. In particular
[19]
E(k) = 1 + a1(kJ)2 + a2(k')4 - (b^k')2 + b^k')4) log (k )
30
with a^ , a2, b^ , b2 constant.
and E(k*) = 1 + 0( S ).
When these axe used in (2.28),/the expansion required is found to be
9<:e.--U« <ye=rt (r> z> O )  = - r  ten-x i + K 2
1 . -1 Y . 1 + V
edge 71
r-z-ilog (x2*!2)2
■+X
. V \  X . -1 Y+  --) --- 5— 9 tan -
1+y a +i A
log
71
(X2+Y2 ) 
8
AV 1+1’ , -lYv(Y - — —  tan
7T A
2 i 2;
- p —  (log (X2+Y2)2+ - 2 _  ) 
x + r i  +  /■
Y2 -1 Y
+ x2+y2 ^  X
!The form of this expression suggests that the edge expansion will be 
of the form ,
vedge (X, Y:S) ~ 70edge (X1 Y) + i logs Y ^ ^ X x ,  Y)
+ S V12edS® (X, Y),
31
where
2 edge 2 v edge 2 edge 2 v edge xv edge
d V11 V11 n , 3 12 . * v12 - * v0 
 o + ---- 5T “ 0 and----T“ + --- o~ -----  >
a x2 J r  bx2 $ x bx
Vlie^ e and V ^ 8 satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions, and 
matching is provided.
Examination of the above expansion of V**4 suggests that 
will need to match'with
Comparison with the inversion of the Scharwz-Chris toff el transformation 
(2.10) for large t (see p. 23), when it was shown that
X X  ... ■
,2 ^  1 + V 1 . (2+ V \ V ( 2 + V ) z V 2 . 1 + 1 ,  ( ,2\t = - Z* + ------- log-(— -) ---—  log  1  + -— —  log (,-t )
71 7r. 2n 7i 2 71 7T
which can be re-written as
t2 = - X + X + log (X2+Y2)2 - i (Y - -ii-L tan-1
O 7r 7T &
shows that a suitable function for V ^ e<^ 8 is
7 edge (2} y) = xm (__£_ ) (2.30)
2 7T
with its conjugate u ^ 6^ 8 (X,Y) = Re Gy~) + C ^ 8^ 8 (2.31),
A similar examination of the terms in the edge expansion of
© 3C"fcV (r, z; t) shows that V^2 must match
log-----  (Y -.•±£-L -tan-i ■£) + ---*• -5—  (logfe^Y2)2
A 2 n Jr+i2 n 8 71
X 1+V X2 , „
+ _ ° _ )  + ---- _  tan |  .
i+>; 2?t ir+Yr-
By inspection, a suitable form for y ^ edSe ±s
V12edge (X, X) =•! In (-t2) (log )
V 8
(2.32).
The conjugate of this function is
n12edse (x, y) = f (4 i°g h 2 | + x ):
+ HI (-t2) (log — ■ +It 1 + C12edge (2.33).
The Ring
The ring expansion, to order $ , of v^e^ e is now found, 
order to indicate the form of ^(R^, Z^ ; S' )•
m
°(£W  (voedse <x> Y»  = °<£W  r r  « « (“2) - 1
= ^  - sin (l+ZR) -Ii
The second term is clearly exponentially damped as £ 
that (l-a) >  £. Thus
0, provided
V ^ ,  ZgS & ) ~ ^  as E 0 (2.34).
The conjugate of this is 
^ (Rg, Z^ ; s ) ~
B32+C0I%C^3 (2.35).
The Interface
The form of the interface expansion for V is inf erred from the 
expansion, to order t , of 7qSi1^ , which is
0(5  W  V  (V  2 s )  = V
Therefore
V1 .(Bj, Z j.' .'S ) - Z]; + 0(s2) as S' ^ 0 (2.36),
with conjugate
2 2 a . R
TJI(EI, Zx; 0 ~  2T  + aEI +-|-S + + S (2.37).
It is clear that the interface condition (2.6) is satisfied to this 
order.
l l = * l  + (i-a)2 + iiikal
2 I 2
a - a - (l - 3a + 2a2) - S (2 - 5a + 3a )
2
2 T  -(a- a2) + I- (3a2 - 4a + l)
34
The Centre
A centre expansion of V will be similar to the interface 
Rexpansion of Vq , and the appropriate expansions for this region 
are
V° (R , Z ; £ ) ~  Z 
. c* o' c as £  ----^ 0 (2•38)
2
and Uc (Eo, Zo; 5 ) - ^  y  0o° + (2.39)
2*6 Matching
As with the first order matching (Section 2. 4) the matching 
process is carried out, starting with the centre and interface regions, 
in order to evaluate the constants of integration introduced in 
Section 2.5. No comparison of the expansions for the potentials is 
required, as these have been matched ”en passant” during the preceding 
section.
The matching between the centre and interface regions requires 
the interface expansion of U° viz:
2 JlT + a 2 „ .
o ( t ) .  Uc (R , Z ; £ ) = C " ■— ) + C + £ C_\ yinter  ^c* c ' 2 £ v a 7 o 1
2 „ 2 
a £ I C_  + aR + c + £ c c#
2 £ I 2 o 1
Comparing this with equation (2.37), and remembering that C C = Co o
it can be seen that
ci° = ciI*
The interface expansion of the order £ ring expansion is
°(Ointer ( V  V .0 = 2 £ ~ (a - a ) + £ (3a - 4a + l)
RT(l-£) a-a
- (l-3a+2a )- £ (2-5a+ 3a )
(l-a2) ( ± -  + 1 + !§-) s2 (! l ^ _ })2 „ R  ^_ R + C + £ C. o 1
a c _ _
_ + a H i + ^ i  + co + ? C *
Thus, by comparison with (2.37) again, matching indicates that
cr = c 1I
Continuing the matching process, the edge expansion of is 
given by
0(£) . U^R , Z ; £ ) = 0(0 , v 7edge v r ’ r ’ edge 4  - a(l-a) + §•(l-a)(l-3a)
[t-+ _ (i-2a) - £ (2-3a) (l-a) R]
+ [ 27- + 1 + ¥ - ]  (1-a)2 Hr2 + CoE+ £ 0]
_I_ + X + -|X+ CoE * 0 *  .
As in Section 2.4, the inversion of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation 
for small |t| is used to examine Ue^ e, and we obtain
0(e) 0®aSe = X - + -| (X-Z1+Zo)2 + Coedge + £ (log e C1:Ledse + C12edge).
If y - 0, this matching yields
= log £ 0liedge + C12edge.
Finally the exterior expansion of U0(^ e is compared with TJ6^.
. Qr-l)2 + Z21  2
°(‘) ext °S (X’ Y) “ T" (l°S   --  + 2)
8
_ 1 Qr-l)2 + Z2] *
7t
(log
8
+ l)
, e log *
71
■fcrl)  (x + £=i)
.2 ; „2 11 2 J(r-l) + Z‘
1 Qr-l)2 + Z3J
* 2 (log 1)
8
7t
t r - l
(---- 2 "2 log
(r-l) + Z
(r-l)2 + Z2
r-l
[z2+ (r-l)2]  *
A    + l)(log±+l)+ J (log
€
—  X
71 0
r - l
(r-l) + Z
(V+-i£ziL) 
2 „2 u  + 2 '
x [(r-l)2 + Z2]  8
+ l)
8
2 n
3 (log ^ ) 2 + f doge Cl1edge+ C12edge).11 12
Matching this with the exterior solution for U, we find that
2 7T ^  2 7T
4b (^M )2-
1-b (l-b) 1 - b
—  (log ;rg^ + l) ab
The following analysis is due to Wigglesworth . From the
differential equation
4 c  (b # )  + B = o,db db' ' , _ fc2
it follows that
0,2 /dE\2 2b .,2
2b w  + — ‘ - B1 - b
and the integral above reduces to
lim 
b -> (2b2 (||)2 + E2 --^- - |  log (1-b) l~log(l-b )+2+21og1 - b  1-b . 'V' L
The expansion for E to be used here is
E = 1 + 2 [ l 0 g b ! - 2 ]
2 2 
+ ...., where bf = 1 - b  9
which further reduces the formula for the integral to
/ 4b 1-b (l-b) 1-b 8 db = -(log ^  + 1) ,
and leaves us with
c R = - - 3- 2 (log -L.)2 .
2 71 Q71
2.7 The Capacity
The charge on the upper plate is given by
Q = J  J  a (r. 0) r d0 dr + J /cr(z, ©) r d© dz + J  I cr (r, ©) r d© dr, 
Z= € (i+V) r=l Z= f
r< 1 e< z< e (l+F) r< 1
where cr is known in terms of the appropriate first derivative of V:
where a
Tc
Therefore
h .
2
U(l, f (l+K)) - tf(o, f (l+V)) - U(l, <r(l+f’)) + U(l, «)
U(l, e ) + u(a, C ) -  -ii U(a, r ) + —  tr(0, £ )
In terms of the asymptotic expansions for U, this becomes
—  (tr°(o, 1) + j d1 i) - trc(o, i)
11. I
+ (i- — )(tr(o, l) + 1 a (i, l) - °(' )oentre u (°> i)
+ j u V  , i) - o(0Ring c V  i)|)
- tf8*4 (0, * (l+l:)) + | uedse(--i, l+F)-0(Oedge'JeXt(0, *(i+r))j
Owing to the matchings carried out above, it is known that the 
terms in brackets ( ]. } ) will cancel; and in addition Uex^ (0, e (1+7))
was chosen to be zero. Thus
Q ~
Hi
0°(o, 1) - (1 - — ) ^ ( 0, 1) 
7 l
h .
2
He
Hi
C c + e Cl° + (-^ - 1) (^- + + s c * )
J k
2
C C + t C-° o 1 2 £
—  (-r (log 1 + 2) - r + E C 8)
2 8 2S 1 1
B\ *0 " Hi
*r , i ■ ■«■
a
2 2 £
As the potential difference between the plates is 2, the capacity 
of the system is
c = u
1 1 e °i
--------- (log -  + 2 - £. it ) -e—
8 8 4 it 8 1 4
E
Ho - Hi 2
8 £
1 1 
8 £ 4 *
| _  + 1)+ ® (log^ _ ) 2 
2 7r
+ _Hi _ Ho 2 (2.40),
BE
when 7=0. When 7 ^ 0  the term in £ can not be included, but the 
solution to 0(l) is
c = tv + 1} + 2V  l0g (2+7)
*  - H0 2
+  8 £  *
To this order, the restriction on a is not so strict, and if a tends 
to one,
0 (log £-jr+ 1 - 271og (2+7)),.. _ h  J i
8 £ 4 tt
which includes, and improves upon the elementary solution.
2.8 Conclusions
The analysis of this chapter has extended the asymptotic approach 
of Shaw to the case of the capacitor with a dielectric block between 
the plates.
The formulae above can be used to calculate the capacity from 
knowledge of , £ , 7 and a; or alternatively (and perhaps more
usefully) they can be manipulated to give formulae for the accurate 
calculation of ji^ from measurement of the capacity of such a system.
2.9 Results
It is convenient to divide the equation for the capacity by 
and consider variations of a (the dielectric radius), )v (the separation 
of the disks), and - the relative permittivity of the dielectric 
slab. Some examples of the results which may be produced are given 
here, together with some graphs to demonstrate the trends exhibited 
by the capacity.
For example, with a fixed value for a of 0.4, the following 
results for C/jiQ may be calculated.
£ .pr °-1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0
0.1 1.46891 1.48891 1.54891 1.64891 1.84891 2.44891 3.44891
0.2 0.89925 0.90925 0.93925 0.98925 1.08925 1.38925 1.88975
0.3 0.70397 0.71064 0.73064 0.76397 0.83064 1.03064 1.36397
0.4 0.60426 0.60926 0.62426 0.64926 0.69926 0.84926 1.09926
0.5 0.54333 0.54733 0.55933 0.57933 0.61933 0.73933 0.93933
Fig. 2.5 Capacity for Fixed a
Three trends, which can be predicted from an examination of
the formula used (2.40), can be discerned from this table. Firstly
it can be seen that the capacity decreases as the separation increases, 
for all values of p^ . This is expected, as the first approximation 
for the capacity is inversely proportional to the separation.
The second trend which may be seen is the increase in capacity 
as pr increases. Once again this could be anticipated from (2.40).
The third feature is that the rate of change in capacity for increasing
pr increases as £ decreases. The results and trends described here 
are presented graphically at the end of this chapter (Fig. 2.6).
A second table of results is presented here, for fixed p^ of 
0.1. Again this is only an illustration of possible results.
a £ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.1 1.63766 0.98363 0.76022 0.64645 0.57708
0.2 1.60391 0.96675 0.74897 0.63801 0.57033
0.3 1.34766 0.93863 0.73022 0.62395 0.55908
0.4 1.46891 0.89925 0.70397 0.60426 0.54333
Fig. 2.4 Capacity for Fixed .p;:
These results are depicted in Fig. 2.8.
From this table it can be seen that, for this value of pr, the 
capacity decreases as a increases. In fact other results for values 
of p^ > 1 show the opposite trend. This can be seen if we consider 
a table of results for a fixed value of £ ; Here £ = 0.1 is chosen.
a fr °-1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10
0.1 1.63766 1.63891 1.64266 1.64891 1.66141 1.69891 1.76141
0.2 1.60391 1.60891 1.62891 1.64891 1.69891 1.84891 2.09891
0.3 1.54766 1.55891 1.59266 1.64891 1.76141 2.09891 2.66141
0.4 1.46891 1.48891 1.54891 1.64891 1.84891 2.44891 3.44891
Fig. 2.5 Capacity for Fixed £
(Ehese results are shown in Pig. 2.11. In addition graphs are
presented for a = 0.2, showing the bunching of the curves for different
pr as £ tends to 0.5, for pp = 5 and = 10, showing the increase
in, and change in direction of, cufvature for all values of e, and the
pencil of lines for E = 0.5 which is more; widely spread than the
corresponding graphs for £ = 0.1. - In figures ;2.6 and 2.7 M represents, 
in figures 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, E- is in -place of « ,. and in figures 2.11. 
and 2.12 A'means a.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CAPACITOR WITH INFINITE DIELECTRIC, AM) A RELATED PROBLEM
3.1 The Formulation of the Problem
The capacitor treated in this chapter differs from the one 
examined previously in one major respect: the dielectric layer is of 
infinite radius, instead of being limited to the region within the 
disks. In addition, the disks are assumed to be infinitesimally
Fig. 3.1 The Capacitor with Infinite Dielectric
In this case Laplace’s axially symmetric, three dimensional 
equation still holds, and after the changes of variable used in the 
previous chapter (assumed in Fig. 3.l), the governing equations are
s2y i Jv jfv 
Jr2 r >r S Z2
(3.1) (of. 2.1)
V = +1, when Z = + e , r < ( l (3.2) (of. 2.2)
2 2and V — > 0, when Z + r —  ^0 (3.3) . (of. 2.5)
Once again, on the boundary between the dielectric and free space 
we require no charge to be present, and therefore the flux density 
must be continuous at Z = + e , i.e.
& V» v | dV I n -
1*0 5z| ~ ' Pi 5z I = 0, r >  1
«Z| s € + fZ| -
(3.4) . (cf. 2.6)
It can be seen that the conditions allow us to examine the space 
Z 2-0 > with the additional condition that
V(r, - Z) = - V(r, Z),
from which it follows that
V(r, 0) = 0 (3.5)
Two functions, and a:re sought, such that (3*l) - (3.5) are 
satisfied. will represent the potential in the region o X  Z<( e , and
Vg that in the region Z > « . Clearly on the plane Z =cV, the potential 
must be continuous, i.e.
Vi a Vg °n Z = « , for all r (3-6) „
3.2 Preliminary Mathematics
The Bessel function of the first kind, and order v , zv (z), 
satisfies the equation
and so the function V(r, z) = A J ( S r) ~ satisfies (3.1), aso ©
Since £ is arbitrary, a more general solution of (3»l)> regular 
at r = 0 is
00
V = I  A(.0 J0(fr) £ _1 e 1Z + B(!) JQ(fr) £_1 e" 5 Z) dj (3.7)
The factor Z has been introduced for convenience in later 
calculations.
By expanding Jq ( K r) in powers of £ , and integrating term by term, 
we obtain the result
00
/ V p* Jq( £r) d£ ■ (r2 + p2)*"% Be (p) > 0;
and then using a limiting process, we can deduce that
f  Z q (r£ ) cos a£ d£ = j (r2 _ r y a (3.8)
( ( a2 - r 2)-* 0 < r < a
and I J (r £) sin a £ d£ = \ (3.9)
J 0 I 0 r > a
3*3 Formulation and Reduction of the Dual Integral Equations
From the above mathematics, it is clear that we can choose
XZ - XZ)J (Xr)dXe 7 o
V =  / ' x '1 (V X) e + Bi(x)
and
oo
V2 = f X-1 (A2 (X) e XZ + B2 (X) e” XZ) JQ ( Xr) dX ,
0
and obtain general solutions for and V2 satisfying (3.l). However, 
we can immediately simplify these formulae by applying the conditions 
(3.3), (3.5) and (3.6).
(3.3) tells us that, as Z  » 00 , V2 — > 0, and thus A2(X) = 0.
(3*5) indicates that
00
-1J  x"1 (A^X) + B1(X)) JQ( Xr) dX = 0,
which is satisfied by 
B1(X) = - A1(X).
Finally (3.6) can be satisfied if
B2(x)e_x‘ = A 1(X) (eXe -e-X* ).
If we now write
C(X) = 2A^ (X) ( p^  sinhXe + p^  cosh X e ), we obtain
_ f  -1 /. \ _ (\ \ sinhX € e“ ^  6 ^ , v
2 ~ ~ j  ° H© si^Xe + coshXe
and
00
(3.10)
V, = f  X-1 C(\) J ( X r )  • hxPh^ Z-----rt— dX (3.1l)1 J  ' o  smhXe + p^ coshX«
Now we impose the conditions (3.2) and (3.4), at the boundary 
Z = € , and obtain
and
Write
where
Thus,
and
00
r  - C(X) J (Xr) sinhXe 
J  jiQ sinhXe + jll^ coshXe s r < 1 (3.12)
00
/C(X) Jo (Xr) dX =0, r > 1 (3.13)
______sinhX e ^ 1
sinh^e + cosh X 6 ~ P0 + co^hX*
-2JU
 i—  (x  )
P° '"i (h1+Po)(1+ i e ^ ( )
>*1 + *0
if we now set
■d(>0 = --1— —  c(x), 
P0 + Hi
2m  «-2>lf
H(X) -ST+H-  ^aST »1 + ie
(3*12) and (3.13) become
00J D00 Jo(Xr) d\ =0, r > 1 (3.15)
and
00
f  X"1 D(X) (l - H(X))J0(\r) a\ = 1, r < 1 (3-16).
This pair of dual integral equations can be reduced to a Fredholm
equation of the second kind. Firstly following an elementary method 
fgf]
due to Sneddon*—  , we note that if D(X) is of the form 
1
D(X) ss \  J * t) cos X t dt (3.17)
then (3.15) is automatically satisfied when 0 ( t ) is a continuous 
function. For
00 1 00
J  \  j *  0 ( t) cosXt dt JQ(Xr)dX s^(0((l)sinX-
J' 0*(t) sinXt dt)jQ (Xr) dX
00 JL op
= 0(l) (Xr) sinX dX^^(t)^o (Xr) sin A t dX dt,
o o
which is identically zero for r)>l (cf. equation (3*9)). Substituting 
(3.17) into (3.16) gives
00
f j  t) cosXt dt (l - H(\)) Jq (Xr)dX = 1, r < 1 (3.18)
o o
Now this integrand is split into two parts, and use is made of 
the Mehler integral,
r
j fcr) = 1  f oob\u . du>
O 7V J  -------  ’
/ 2 : y r  - u
to give
00
oo 1 11 r
X  X  cos ^ t dt J (Xr) dX~ ^ I f  0(t) cos X t dt H(\) f cos-^ ~ ^  ^
0 0 ° * 0 r2- u2
o
= 1.
The orders of the integrations can be interchanged, and use made of 
(3*8) to give
oo •
X  “o“— o — I ~  f ^(u) f H(X) cos Xt cos XudX du > dt = 1«
(r - t2) V * J }
This is an Abel type integral equation, whose general form is 
x
X  — a dt = g(x), 0 < a < l ,  a<x<b,
(x - t )
with solution
-/ V . 2sin7T a a f u g (u) du a / + / b
r w  - r at J tj- 2\l-a’ ay-c^D.
Vt - u ;
In our case,
00
f(t) = 0 ( t ) /  0(u) f  H(\)cosXt cos Xu dX du,
0 0
x = r
g(x) = 1
i.a * 2i
and we obtain 
1
oo 7r
2 sin “  * •• du
2\i(2^( t) - ^  J* 0f(u) X^(X)cosXt cos X u  dX du  ----— — Tt X (t* - u )
0 0 a
or
00
0(t) =s —  + —  X 0(u) f H(X)cos Xt cosXu dX du (3.19)
7T 71" • "
0
This is a Fredholm equation of the second kind, of the form 
b
0 { t) = f(t) + /  u) K(u, t)du
for determining the unknown function ^ (t) in representation (3.17).
The charge on the plate at Z = € is given by 
2 ti i
Q -  /  /  o(r, 0)r dr d0, where cr(r, ©) is the charge density
0 0
which is related to the potential gradient by
av2
-  PiSz = - 4,r * 1 * ’ *>•
Thus the total charge may be calculated as 
2 k 1
Q = f f- J7 ( P i l z 1 
0 0
1
00
II V  +  
r o hi J '  D(X) Jq (Xr) d V  dr
0 0
1
CO
1
P l + Po 
“  2 / * f ^ f 0( t) cos Xt dt JQ(Xr)dX dr
0 0 0
m
1 1
Pi + Po
2
f / ^  (r (rX)) f 0(t) cos t dt
0 0 0
OO
1
Pl + Po
2
0
(X) f 0(t) cos Xt dt dX 
0
oo
J*cos Xt (X) dX dt 
0
2
1
/  0(t) 
0
dV2
- P0 5z } dr de
1
= — -2 P°' /  0(t) dt.
0
The relation between J and J , and the integral of cosXt J^(X)
f24(used above can be found in Luke *— * .
Thus the capacity of the system is
G = & ..!■ ^ O- f  0(t) dt 
0
1
= T"=-£ * f  ^  dt (3-20)- 
0
3.4 Numerical Solutions
In their paper, Pox and Goodwin u examine non-singular linear 
integral equations, and produce numerical results for some examples.
The equation we have here (3.18) is of a type suitable for treatment 
by their methods, because the only stipulations made are that the 
integral (with respect to u, in our case) is bounded, and that the kernel 
K(u, t) is bounded, and continuous.
In general terms, the method states that for any equation of the
from
b
(T(t) = f(t) + /  K(u, t) 0(u) du 
a
satisfying the conditions mentioned above, the trapezoidal rule is 
used to evaluate the integral n equally spaced points, producing
0(t) = f(t) + | K ( a , t) 0(a) + i  K(b, t) JZf(b)
n-2
+ 1 K(a + si, t) 0  (a + si) + A r (3.2l)
s=l
b ** swhere 1 = -jp— j, and A  r is a correction term due to the approximation
of the integral to a finite sum. The most suitable form for this 
correction is given by Gregory's formula,
because this involves only differences obtainable from points within 
the range of integration.
On the right-hand side of (3• 21) there are n unknown 0s. This 
suggests the need for n simultaneous equations, with each value for 
t one of the "a + si"'s on the right hand side. A typical member of 
this set of equations, where t = a + rl (r is an integer between 0 
and n - 1) is
A 3) | K(a, tMa)}
0(a. + rl) = f(a + rl) + i  (K(a, a+rl) 0(a.) + K(b, a+rl) ^(b))
k
s=l
This set of equations is written in matrix form as
(3.22),
where
0(a)
0(a+l) \
: /
0(b)
A =
1 K(a, a) - 1 K(a+1, a)
- K(a, a+l) 1 - 1 K(a+1, a+l)
- lK(b-l, a) -|K(b, a)
- lK(b-l, a+l) - %K(b, a+l)
\  K(a, b) - lK(a+l, b) - lK(b-l, b) 1 - -|K(b, b)
J
B =
f(a) 
f(a+l)
f(b)
and
C = A1
V
\
)
Since the calculation of the elements of C requires knowledge of 
the 0s, an iterative approach is adopted. Firstly it is assumed that 
A s 0, and thus _C = 0. The equation
A | = B
must be solved, and then these initial approximations are used to 
calculate the A y s. Then the equation
A <[ = C
is solved, and these values for the 0  s are added to the previous values. 
This process is continued until the correction terms become negligible.
A computer program is given in Appendix 1 which solves equation
(3.22) by this method. The integral for the capacity (3.20) is evaluated 
numerically using Simpson’s rule on the values for 0 computed from
(3.22).
3.5 Results
At this point some results are presented, both in order to compare 
them with previous results, and to show any pattern which may be present. 
The ’’separation” is 2 e , where € is the ratio of the real separation to 
the radius of the disks.
When = pQ, i.e. there is no dielectric slab, and thus A = 0, 
extensive results have been published. Some of these are quoted here
Separation Elementary Kirchoff Nomura-Cook . Asymptotic Numerical
0.1 2.5 2.958 2.938 2.939 2.943
0.4 0.6375 0.9880 0.9876 0.9863 0.9874
0.6 0.4166 0.7636 0.7624 0.7596 0.7627
0.8 0.3125 0.6504 0.6484 0.6434 0.64857
1.0 0.25 0.4822 0.5796 0.59954 0.5796
It is apparent from these results that the asymptotic approach agrees 
closely with previous results for small separations, as would be expected.
The convergence of the capacity is much more rapid for larger 
separations, as shown below
No. of Points oc ■ _ cc r. ^
Separation 25 45 55 Fully Converged
1 0.57957 0.57960 0.57960 0.57960
0.8 0.64830 0.64857 0.64857 0.64857
0.6 0.67273 0.76270 0.7627
0.4 0.98370 0.98733 0.9874
0.1 2.93456 2.9428 2.943
In this case there are only two independent variables, A and e, 
so one table of results will suffice.
SEPARATION 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.6
A
0 0.57957 0.61024 0.64857 0.7627
0.1 0.75150 0.8088 0.8844 1.1418
0.2 1.04776 1.1721 1.3531 2.1712
0.3 1.66591 2.0282 2.6926
0.4 3.6617 6.204
These results are depicted graphically in Figure 3.2.
>Y
3.6 Further Electrostatics
One allied problem which can be .solved by the use of the method 
of Sections 3.1 - 3.4 is obtained by replacing the disk at Z = -e, 
which has potential -1, with an identical disk of potential +1.
V=1
V=1
Fig 3 -Symmetric Di<?k Problem
Laplace's three dimensional equation still governs the potential,
so
2^,r 1 dV r v
£ |  + -  - + - J - 0
dr r d r  dZ
(3.23),
but equation (3.2) is replaced by
V = + 1, when Z = + e, rcl (3.24).
The potential is again assumed to vanish at infinity, i.e.
V — 0, as Z^ + r^— co (3.25),
and the flux density must still be continuous away from the disks,
It can be seen that these conditions allow us to investigate 
the upper half space, Z^.0, with the extra condition
V(r, -Z) = V(r, Z),
which leads to
d v
= 0, Z = 0 (3-27) 
c.f. 3*1
As before (Section 3*3) it is assumed that these conditions will 
be satisfied by two functions and Vg, which will represent the 
potential in the regions 0<$:Z<e and Z>e respectively.
By analogy with equations (3*10) and (3.1l), and by using 
knowledge of the hyperbolic functions, it can be deduced that suitable 
forms for and are
jiq coshAt + p ^ sinhTs
.00 c (A) (Xr ) cosh A Z
d
and
.00 C(A) J (Xr) "A(Z- e) coj^ 6 
 • ' oN 7 e_____________
coshAe + p ^ sinhAe
These functions satisfy equations (3*23), (3.25) and (3.27); 
when they are substituted into (3*24) and (3.26) we obtain
1
00 A-'*' c(A) J (Ar) cos A e
__________ o__________ d
o p Q coshAe + sinhAe = 1, r < 1 (3.28),
Following the technique used in Section 3.3, it is noted
that
coshAe l e~2^6
(l + ----------- nx;
sinhA e + jllq coshAe p Q + p^ i^o+^ l ^ 
and the functions
1
D(x)   c(A)
V * 1!
. . 2)V e"2X‘
and H(X)  -----------
i -2A<
■ V * 1  1 - e
are introduced to make equations (3.28) and (3.29) become
r00
I A d(A) (l + h(A)) JQ(Ar)dA = 1, r< 1
O
and
I D(x) J (Xr) dX =0, r>l
]o
Once more a function, 0(t), is employed, such that
D(A) = ( 0(t) oos\t dt,
■'o
which automatically satisfies (3.3l), and leaves (3.30) as
(*> n
/ / 0(t) cosXt dt (l + H(A)) J (Xr) dX = 1
0 Jo 0
(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32).
The same manipulations as in Section 3.3 are now performed to give 
a Fredholm equation of the second kind, namely
0(t) ss ^  - -2. I 0(u) [ H(A) cosAt cosAu dX du 
*o *o
where
o -2 A®2pL e
h (a ) = -------
^ -2Ae ‘ 
V * 1  X - e
The charge on the disk at Z = £ is easily found to be
q = *1.1— °- I Gf(t) dt
2 'o
Z1 *(t)
J  r\
as before.
CHAPTER 4
THE CIRCULAR DISK VISCOMETER
4.1 The General Problem
In this section, the general problem of the rotating circular 
disk viscometer is defined. The configuration consists of a circular 
disk of negligible thickness rotated slowly below the interface of two
imfflscible liquids
Pig 4.1 A Cross Sectional View
The rotation of the disk is slow and steady, in order to allow the 
linearization of the Havier-Stokes equation. This type of motion, with 
Reynolds number less than about 5* is known as Stokes' flow, and the 
governing equation for the velocity v is
V2 v = |i grad(p), 
where p is the dynamic pressure.
In the case we examine here, the pressure is taken to be constant, 
and the motion is axially symmetric. Thus, choosing cylindrical polar 
co-ordinates (r, ©, Z), the governing equation for the only non zero 
component of velocity (in the azimuthal direction) is:
As in Chapter 2, all equations will be made dimensionless. In 
this case the basis for the change of variables is the use of the radius 
of the disk as the unit of length. The level for Z = 0 has been 
selected to allow independent variation of the two significant distances
(the thickness of the surface layer, and the depth of the disk below
the interface).
The surface at Z = -d is a free surface (i.e. there is no shear 
stress on this surface), which can be expressed as
(4.2).
If the shear viscosity of the liquid occupying the region 
-d<Z<0 is p^ , and of the other liquid, occupying the region Z)>0, is 
jig, then the balance of stresses at the liquid interface is represented 
by
d'Vl dr2 / \
= P2 Jz~ ’ when Z 5=0 * for a11 r (4.3),
where v^ and Vg represent the azimuthal velocity in the appropriate 
regions.
In the steady state the fluid velocity across the boundary Z = 0 
is continuous, or
v^ = Vg when Z = 0 (4.4-).
Consideration of the motion of the bulk liquid on the plane Z = h, 
leads to two further conditions. Firstly, if is assumed that the layer
f) v = 0 when Z = -d, for all r
of liquid in contact with the viscometer disk moves with it; and 
secondly that there is no discontinuity in the shear stress of the 
bulk liquid away from the disk. These conditions are summarized as
v0 = Q r, when Z = h, r<l (4.5)
and
hV9 , bV« ,
when r >1 (4.6)
fcZ I bZ
Z=h+ Z=h-
Finally, the velocity tends to zero at infinity, or
v-**0 as x" + Z^ co (4.7)•
4.2 Formation and Reduction of the Dual Integral Equations
From the preliminary mathematics in Chapter 3, it is readily 
deduced that suitable general solutions for v^ and Vg are
00
v_ = I A(X) J (\r)cosh X (z+d) dX
JQ
and v2 jB(X)e-X(Z+2d+h) + C(X)e-VlZ-h,| J ^ X r K
These solutions take into account the necessity for the fluid 
velocity at infinity to be zero (4.7) and the free surface condition at 
Z = -d (4.2).
At this stage we use (4.3) and (4.4) in order to eliminate A(X) 
and B(X); for, from these two equations we find that
2 COO
■A(\) = --------- 1-------  (4.8)
coshXd +-*=1 sinXd
P2
2Xd cosh\d - &  sinhXd
and B(X) = e ---------— -----— —  C(X).
coshXd + iil sinhX d
P2
By using these expressions and equations (4.5) and (4.6) on Z = + h, 
we obtain
oo coshX d - — sinhXd
I X'1 c M  I _2Ml — -— p —    +i I J..(Xr)a = nr, (4.9)
0 I cosh X d + —1 sinhXd J
H2
0< r < 1
and I C(X) J (Xr) dX= 0, r>l (4.10)
0
Following the methods used in Chapter 3> we now introduce a 
function, f(r), which is defined such that
fCD
f(r) =/ c(X) J (Xr) dX for r<l (4.1l)
J 0
A Hankel transformation yields the result that
C(X) = f1 r f(r) J^(Xr) dr (4.12)
*'0
which is now substituted into (4*9) to give
(
Hi \
coshXd - T7_ sinhXd \
-------p   I j (Xr)a\
coshVd + sinhVdJ
= fl r, r< 1 (4.13)
This equation is of the same form as (3.17) with
PicoshXd - rr. sinfcXd
H(X) = e-2^  -------g -----  , (4.U )
coshXd + -3- sinhXd
P2
so long as h / 0, i.e. the viscometer is below the interface.
00 , v v ? ynnnfop) «2(
W r, [
J1 (Xr)dX
Sw dS
0 (p2-S2)* (r2-S2)* ’
we can deduce that
fpf(p) f  ^  0 ? )  Jx(Xr) aXaP = 4 f  f / % %
J0 J0 J0 (r - S )*
where g(s) =[ — |fe). ^  
%  (r - S2)2
It is well known that this last equation can be inverted to give 
and thus (4.13) becomes
I f ^ k  as = ftr2 t i f f * - I '
•o (r - s -o ap^ p (s -p ) 1
h(X) J.,(Vr)a
Integration by parts is now employed to simplify this last term, 
leaving us with
“  S| "X fls = Q r 2 - “ f f1 Sg(s) sinXs ds H(X)j (\r)dX 
754  (r -S2)2 n t0 '0 1
After changing the order of integration, and then Abel inverting 
this whole equation, we obtain
S2g(s) = 212 S2 -■—  / tg(t)f H(X) sinXt sinXS dX dt
*x> 'o
or equivalently
h(s) = 2ttS / > / :  H(X) sinXt sinXS dX dt (4.16)
The torque on the disk is given by the formula
" a ’£  "r
1  / - C O
= 2xf 2 p2 I c(\) J^(Xr) dXr2 dr
/a a'o o
. 1 2 
= 4* |12 f r f(r) dr.
A)
Using (4.15), integrating by parts, and then interchanging the 
order of integration, we obtain the expression
T = 16 ug f1 Sh(s) dS (4.17).
■'0
Another quantity of interest in this configuration is the azimuthal 
velocity of the fluid on the surface Z = -h. This is given by
f00 *1
v(r, -d) =J X" A(X) J^Xr) dX , 
o
which can be manipulated, using (4.8), (4.12) and (4.15), to give
o  rOO J_ (Xr) ^  r l
v(r-d) =^| — ;— ----2------- / h(s) sinXS dS dX (4.18),
•'o coshXd + sinhXd '0
P2
4.3 Special Cases
In this Section two special cases are examined. In each case 
the. governing equation (4.l) is unchanged, namely
^ 1  + 1  av v 1 &2t _ p. 
dr2 r 3r. r 9Z
In addition the fluid velocity still tends to zero at infinity, i.e
V 0 as Z2 + r2  00 •
4.3.1 The Viscometer on the Fluid Interface
In this case the viscometer is on the fluid interface, or 
(in other words) h = 0. The free surface condition (4.2) is also 
unchanged, i.e.
Av
•gg = 0 when Z = -d, for all r.
The four equations, 4.3 - 4.6, which describe the conditions 
on Z = h and Z = 0, combine to produce the two conditions
V = Dr, r< 1 on Z = 0 (4.19)
and
dVl V  \u. —  * u0  , r >1 on Z s= 0 (4.20).
-1 dZ 2 bz
Now the appropriate general solutions for and are
V = f A"1 A(X) .^(Ar) ooshX (z + a) ax
■'o
and
e dX •
It is quite clear that, in order to achieve continuity of the 
velocity at the interface,
\ B(X)
A(X) =
coshXd
In order to emphasize the similarities between the equations 
produced here, and those from section 4.2, and to make comparison 
easier, a function G(X) is introduced, such that
2 coshX d
b(x)  ---------    c(A) (4.21)
coshXd + —  sinhXd 
^2
A(X) can be expressed in terms of C(\), as
A(A)  --------------    C(X) (4.22)
coshXd + ■**! sinhXd 
^2
Now an application of the conditions (4.19) and (4.20) will 
lead to the dual integral equations
700 | 2 coshXd )
/ A - 1 ] - - - -    [ c(A) J.(Ar)a A = fir, r< 1 (4.23)
o ( coshXd + -*=1 sinhXd )
^2
and
,00
J C(x) J^Xi^dX = 0, r > 1 (4.24)
Although we can, and will, introduce a function f (r) as we 
did in section 4.2, it is noted that there is no negative exponential 
in the integrand of equation (4.23), as there was in the equivalent 
equation (4.8). This is essential, if the techniques of Chapter 3 
are to be used, and so the factor involving hyperbolic functions is 
manipulated, viz
2jIl 0-2Ad
coshXd
coshAd + ^  sinhXd 1 + -1 j 1 + e“2Ad
V2 V 2 ^"^l
The function f(r), mentioned above, is defined as 
.00
f(r) =1 C(X) ^(Ar) dA , r < 1 (c.f. 4.10)
*o
If we now substitute this function into (4.23), and follow the course 
of the previous analysis, we obtain the equation
f00 , rl Mp+
X / t f(t) J. (Xt)dt J-(Ar) (l + H(X))dA = — --  Dr.
J° h  2^2
The analysis of section 4.2 is now applicable and defining a function 
h(s), by
h(s)
- t
f(t) dt
“1  IF-1- ’
the following Fredholm equation is obtained for h:
h(s) = (l + ^ ) D S  h(t) f H(X) sinXt sinAS dX dt (4.25).
Equation (4.2) may be used to obtain numerical results for the torque 
on the disk, when its solution is substituted into the equations
In this case the azimuthal fluid velocity on the free surface is 
given by
4.3*2 A Viscometer in a Single Fluid
The results for a viscometer in a signle fluid may be derived 
by considering a system with the upper fluid removed, and the free 
surface condition transferred to Z =0. However they can be more 
easily derived by substituting into the work of Section 4.2.
Only the results of 4.2 need to be quoted here. In particular 
equations (4.17)» (4.16), (4.14) and (4.18), tell us that the torque 
is given by
1
(4.26)
0
o coshAd +
P2
1
(4.17)
o
where
with H(A) defined by
coshAd ^ sinhAd
h (X) = e_2Xh »*2 (4.14)
coshAd + —x1 sinhAd
The velocity is given by
a foo (Ar) e“*h rl
V(r, - d) = £  j ------ -----------  I h(s) sinXs ds dA (4.18)
J. n n s h V d  +  —J -  snnV tA rl 'O'n co A 1 inh d Jo
0
When we set = jUg in (4.14), we obtain
ov, coshAd - sinhAd 
Hft) = e"2Ah --------------
coshAd + sihhAd
= e-2A(h+d)
Equation (4.16) then reads
h(s) = 2 0  S - "§ ( k(iOf . e“2A(h+d) s^ nxt sinAS dA dt 
*0 *0
= 2 0 S  - f f 1 h(t)| e~2^ h+d^ e  { e1^ 1^ -  e ^ 1^ }  dAdt
o Jo -
n rl , 2(h+a) 2(h+d) .
= 2n s - i  h ( t K----- 5-----------    5--? r di:
‘0 4(h+d) + (t-S) 4(h+d) + (t+S) *
2(h+d) a  . . ■ . ■
= 2 0 S -------/ h(t) <----- 5----- , ------- 5- ----A i tn O V 4(h+d) + (t-S) 4(h+a) + (t+s) ' •
To further simplify this equation we replace h+d by d, and 
obtain:
h(s) = 2os =^rf1 h(t) {— -A  — _ 1 - --   1
Jo V-4d + (t-s) 4a + (t+s) '
dt
(This effectively makes h = 0).
The velocity on the surface is given by
V(r, 0) = f  I ----— ---------I h(s) sinXS dS dA
•'o coshAd + sinhA d *o
= n [ 1 Jl(Xr) e”Ad f1 sinXS dS dX
■'o . o
(4.28)
If the order of integration is changed, and the resulting inner integral 
evaluated (see, Ryshik and Gradstein [251), this formula may be reduced 
to
v(r, 0) .f/\(S>. «S (,.»)
the complex part of this integrand, and using the 
binomial expansion for the denominator, we can see that
Im I 1 - — — 2— 2 } = " I m  !(“ ) (* ((d-iS) + r ) I \ d-iS / \
1 +
• „\2(d-iS)
| 1 " 2(d-iS)2 + < ( ± ) '
:(a+is)' 
(a2 + s2)2
r
a-is
^ 2  2 + 0 — U  (a +s2) \Va-is
provided that
2 2 d +
< i
A A
Thus, if r <( d , (4.29) reduces to
V(r, 0) = j 1 M i l — . as + 0 (£).
o (d* + S*r d4
In a similar manner, it can be shown that
7(r, 0) = -2-f1 S|i-h  i dS + 0 (^)
- >o (r2 - S2)2 -4
2 2
if r > d +1, and d> 0 , or
V(r, 0) = — r f1 Sh(s) dS + 0 (-23-) 
nr ■>„ 2r
2 2 if r > d + 1,
8
7rr*
4.4 Some Numerical Results
It is comparatively easy to adapt the numerical analysis techniques, 
and the computer program used in Chapter three to produced results for 
the torque on the viscometer, or even the surface velocity of the fluid, 
from equations (4.25) - (4.27). For example, with h = 0, and d = 1.0, 
we obtain the following values:
9/11 2/3 7/13 3/7
T/n2 n  9.33597 9.19593 9.05099 8.9004 (see Fig 4.2).
Alternatively, if we fix }*i/p-2 = 1/3 and h = 0, the values are
d 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
T/)x2 Q  6.82934 6.25914 5.60502 4.84867 3-94949
However, as a second method for calculating approximate values 
for the torque, we can make assumptions about the magnitude of d and/ 
or h, and produce iterative solutions.
As an example of this approach, we choose h = 0, and assume 
d »  1. This corresponds to the case of a viscometer on the interface 
between a thick surface layer and the infinite bulk fluid. With these 
assumptions, equation (4.25) becomes
-2k
h(s) = (l+^l)flS h(t)f — ‘-—  (----jj— 5---2.)
K '  *J0 %  ^  +>l2 e '
. kt . kS ..sin -T- sin t * clA dt,d d 7
where k = Xd. The series expansion for the sine is now used to give
1(s) • (1 * I ) D S - b l l  h W C
M2+Ml
-2k
I k2 St - S^-t-  -t „ U )+ )ttj dk dt.
( d V. )
**1^2At this point it is convenient to reintroduce A =
and introduce a set of functions An(A), defined as
00 , 2n+2 -2k
e dk.
/•W C.JX
-/ 7-o 1 — , -2kA e
These changes yield
h(s) = (l. + h)rjs -^ -f h(t) I Ao(A)St
^2 a3 * ' d2
An expansion for h(s) in- terms of ^  is assumed, of the form
h(s) = h Q(s) + | h 1(s) + - 2 h2 + •••••»
and by equating powers of ^  it is found that
h (S) = (l + -1)^S,
o 7 j*2 f
h^s) = h2(s) = 0,
h (s) = - - / h (t) A St dt? * J0 ju-j+jig o' o
2 2^*1 ' OS .= -— a , etc.n )i2 o 3 ’
The torque is given by equation (4.2l), which tells us that
T = 16 )i2j  Sh(s) dS
£  |
This equation reduces to a simple form if A = 0, which is the 
case of a single fluid, when
A = ■£, and o
T = ^  a  + 0(d-5).
0\r 1
By using the binomial expansion for (l - Ae“ )” , repeated integration 
by parts, and summing the resulting series (approximately) we can 
tabulate values of Aq(A), and the corresponding values of the torque 
for increasing values of A .
0.1 0.25322 p  - P  (l.01288)/d3
J .
0.2 0.25666 |£ _ (l.02664)/d3
0.3 0.26033 p  - P  (l.04132)/d3J ■ ? n
0.4 0.26430 p  - P  (l.0572)/d3$ y *
0.5 0.26861 -|| (l.07444)/d3
0.6 0.27333 -p - (1.09332)/d3
As a second example of this series technique, a variable q is 
introduced, such that
q = Ad
Consider the case when q = 0(l). Again d is assumed to be large, so
that, in addition to the surface layer being thick, the difference in
tr
shea\ viscosity is small. Now it is found that
-2k
K(S, t) = (1 Slnf£ s i n f  |^ .
—2.k —1
A binomial expansion for (l - Ae~ )“ is used, and series expansions 
for the sines introduced, to give
K(S, t) = - V /  k 2 e~2k St dk + —r- / k2(e”2k + e~*k )st dk
d o d }°
with this expression for the kernel, (4.25) becomes
rOO x
£  j k2(e“2k + e“4k)dk + 0(d~5)).
xpansion lor d.\oj m  'Germs ox ^ J
and it is found that
Once more an e f h(s) in ter f -j is again assumed,
h(s) = z n  S 11 + |  + ^ 2 + (q3 - 1^)+ ^ 4(q4- + f§^) + o(d-5) |
Now the torque is given
® { 1 + f + i + p  + 74 (*4- &  + iH) +°(*-5)}
4.5 Further Fluid Dynamics
In this section'the general problem of Section 4.1 is altered by 
the substitution of a rigid surface for the free surface at Z = -d, 
which will hold the surface of the liquid stationaiy. The only 
change in the conditions (4.l) to (4.6) is that equation (4.2) is 
replaced by the new condition
V = 0 when Z = -d, for at r (4.22).
In this case, which has many similarities with the electrostatics 
of Sections 3.1 to 3.3, suitable general forms for the fluid velocity 
in the two liquids are
=° A -1 A(X) sinh\(z+d) s~Xh J-^Ar) dA
i m\ --------------------:--------------
0 jll coshXd + jig siEk
and
J >-1 (
o ' .  ^2 3^ 1^ L + ^  ° o si l ^  /
Now by applying the boundary conditions at Z = h, ie on the level 
of the viscometer, we obtain the dual integral equations
o V ^ 2 coshXd /
and
00
JaCX) J 1 (Xr) dX = 0
A comparison of these equations with (4*8) and (4-9) indicates 
that a change of signs and an exchange of and would make them 
identical. Thus following the previous analysis we introduce a 
function
, coshXd - sinhXd
HOO = e ----------  ,
coshXd + £2 sinhXd
and obtain an expression for the torque on the disk,
* = 16 f Y  {  Sh(s) dS,
with h(s) given by
h(s) = 212 S +-| jf h(t) j H(X) sinXt sinXs dX dt.
H~U2~ Pt-GrQ+'OurrX.
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•BEGIN*
• I N T E G E R ' N , I , J » N C » I F , N P ;
• R E A L * H , S , S E P , D E L , C M A X , A N S , C A P , V , C \ P 1  ,ACC;
NCs*IFs*0.;  .
L5:  - : V T . . ' 1 : -----
N : = RE A D ; _____ ____  _  ______ ___  __________
f F • N = 0 • THEN r * G O T O  * T 6 T  
B E G I N *  ......
A R R A Y * A , k 1 C 1 : N , 1 :N 1V B ,X ,S O l , C C 1 : N 3 , P 1 C 1 : 3 8 1 3 , M111 : 2 * N - 1 3 
P R O C E D U R E  * D 0 1 A C A ^ A , B , F , R E , A B , N C , P . A N S , A C C , N P ,  IF) ;
V A L U E " A , B , R E , A B J
R E A L * A , B , R E ,  AB,ANSj_ACCrl " l / l  
I N T E G E R  * N C # N P , IF J  _
REAL-* * P R 0 C E D U R E * F T iZIr i :-~Z — V......... .
REAL* #ARRAY* P;  ____
A L G O L *  j .-I'rllll:
PROCEDURE* F0 4 ATA<A, B, N, C, I F) ;
v a l u E ’ n ; ' -
INTEGER*# , I F;
REAL**ARRAY*A,B, C;
ALGOL*;
REAL* *PROCEDURE'MCV); ..........
VALUE'V;_____ _____
rf A L * v ^
BEGIN*
REAL* * PROCEDURE*F1(X);
v a l u e *x ;  ....
REAL*x;  ' ^ ^1-  
BEGIN*
1 : s E X P ( - X * S ) * S I N ( X ) / ( S E P * < 1  + DEL* ( DEL- 2 l*COS(X)  ) ) ) ;
END • ;
REAL ** PROCEDURE * F2.CX) ;
v a l u e **;
REAL»X; J r : ......
BEGIN* F 2 : = E X p ( - X / S >  *COs ( X ) / ( V * d - D E L * E X p ( - X / S )  >)  ;
END*"
REAL • •PROCEDURE * F3~<X) ;
VAIUE*X:  • ' - : . ■ ‘ - '
REAL *x ;
BEGIN* 1 11 . ...
3 : » E X P ( - S E P * X ) / < 1 - D E L ^ E X P ( - S E P * X ) > ;
E ND * ; - -  : : - l  .
I F * S E P s 0*THEN*’ BEGIN*
WRlTETEXT<*( ’ DEGENERATEXCASE*)* ) ; .  r 
GOTO * L6 ; _____
END * F 1  , 1 1   -   . -
: * V / S E P ;
I F * SsO * THEN * * B EGIN *_: - .
0 0 1 ACA<0, 6*LN<1 0 ) / S E P , F 3 , 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 , N C , P 1 , A N S , A C C , N P , I F )  
GOTO * l a ; : 1  11 1  ~11  — . l  1 . . ;  J . . . . . ‘i._
END* ;
I F * S > 1 ’ THEN*’ BEGIN*
D 0 1 A C A ( 0 , 6 * L N ( 1 0 ) / S , F 1  , 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1  , 0 , N C , P 1 , A N S , A C C , N P t l F ) :
GOTO * L4 ;  1  1 ............... ........  ...................... .......... ^
END* ; ' ,
D O l A C A ( Q , 6 * L N ( 1 0 ) * S , F 2 r 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 , N C , P 1 , A N S , A C C , N P , I F ) ;
5 7  L 4 : * : = a n s * ( 1 + D E I ) / ( a r C T a n < 1 ) * 2 > ;
5 8  ' E N D * ;
5 8  O E L : = R E A D ;
6 0  S F P : =  RE A D ;
6 1  h : = 1 / ( N - 1  ) ;
6 2  • F O R *  I : = 1 *  S T E P ' 1 ' ' ) N  T I L ' 2 *  N - 1  * 0 0 '  ' B E G I N
6  3 # 1 [ ! ] ; = # ( ( 1 - 1 ) * H )  ;
6 5  ' E N D * ;
66 
6 7  
6 9
7 1  ' E N D
7 2  ' E N D * ;
7 3
7 4
' E N D * ;
* F O R  * I : = 1  * S T E P  ' 1 '  U N T  I' L ' N ' DO ' * B E G  I N *
' F O R * J : s 1 ' S T E P ' 1  " J N T I L ' N ' D O * ' B E G I N *
K 1 ( I ,  J 3 :  =  ( M 1 C A B S <  t - J > + 1 3 + M 1 C I + J - 1 3 ) / 2 ;
* E N D * ;
' E N D ' ;
* F Q R * I  : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L * N * D O * ' B E G I N *
* F O R * J : = 1 ' S T E P * 1 • U N T I L * N * 0 0 *  * B E G  F N *
i i r  ■ i t u f i i  i ■ n t r  r u  I7 6  * I F  * J  =  1 ' T H E N * ' B F G I N  *
7 7  • I F * I  = 1  * T H E N • A CI  , J 3 . : » 1 * K 1  [ I  ,  J  3 * H / 2
7 8  * E L S E * A C I , J 3 : = - K 1  C l , J 3 * H / 2 ;
I /*ATA ft i A •
7 9  * G 0 T 0 * L 1 ;
8 0  ' E N D * ;
8 1  
8 2
8 3  * G 0 T 0 * L 1 ;
C H U  |
, I F * J = N , T H E N " B E G I W * ' I F , I = N , T H E N , S t ! » J l : = 1 - K 1 C I / J l * H / 2
1 A ^  I I M ■
8 4  ' E N D * ;
8 5  * I F , ! = J * T H E N * A [ ! # J l : a 1 - H * K 1 [ I , J ]
8 5  * E I S E * A C I , J 1 : = - H * K 1 C I , J 3 ;
8 6  L 1 :
8 6  ' E N D * ;
8 7  ' E N D * ;
88  • FOR* I : = 1 ' S T E P * 1 ' U N T I L ' N * D O * * BEGI N*
89  B C I l : = 1 / ( A R c T A N ( 1 ) * 2 ) ;
91 S O L C I 3 : = 0 ;
9 2  * END *;
9 3  L 2 :
9 3  F 0 4 A T A ( A , B , N , X * I F ) ;
9 4  * F O R * l : = 1 * S T E P * 1 * U N T I L * N * D O *
9 5  ' B E G I N '
9 5  S O L ( I 1 : = S O L [ I ] + X ( I ] ;
9 7  C C I 1 : = 8 6 3 / 6 0 4 8 0 * m i , N 3 * X C N 3 ;
Og C C I 3 : = C C I 3 - 5 4 4 9 / 6 0 4 8 0 * K 1 C 9 , N - 1 3 * x C N - 1 3 ;
9 9  CC i l : = C C  1 1 + 7 3 8 1 / 3 0 2 4 0 * K 1 C l , N - 2 ] * X t N - 2 1 ;
1 0 0  C C U : = C C I ) - 1 1 3 7 1  / 3 0 2 4 0 * K 1  Cl  , n - 3 1 * X C n - 3 I ;
1 0 1  C C I l : = C C I l + 2 3 7 1 9 / 6 0 4 8 0 * K l C I , N - 4 3 * x C N - 4 ) ;
1 0 2  C C l 3 : = C C l ] - 1 1 1 5 3 / 6 0 4 8 0 * < 1 C I , N - 5 3 * X C N - 5 3 ;
1 0 3  C C n : = C C l ) - 1 1 1 5 3 / 6 0 4 8 0 * x i C I , 6 ] * X C 6 l ;
1 0 4  C C I 1  : = C C I )  + 2 3 7 1 R / 6 0 4 8 0 * < 1 C I , 5 1 * X C 5 ]  ;
1 0 5  C C n : = C C r ) - l l 3 7 l / 3 0 2 4 0 * K l C l , 4 ] * X C 4 3 ;
1 0 6  C C I 1 : = C C H  + 7 3 8 1 / 3 0 2 4 0 * K 1  C I , 3 l * X C 3 l ;
1 0 7  C C l l : = C C l ) - 5 4 4 9 / 6 0 4 8 0 * K l C l , 2 ] * X C 2 1 ;
1 0 8  C C I l : = C C I 3 + 8 6  3 / 6 0 4 8 0 * K 1 C I , 1 l * X C 1 l ;
1 0 9  B C I 1 : = H * C C I 3 ;
1 1 0  • END * ;
1 1 1  C MA X : = A B S ( C C 1 3 ) ;
1 1 2  ' F O R *  I : = 2 ' S T E P * 1 * U N T I L ' N * D O *
1 1 3  • 8 E G I N * * I F * A B S < C [ I 3 ) > C M A X * T H E N * C M A X : * A B S < C C I 3 ) ;
1 1 5  • E N D * ;
116 CMAX:=CMAX*H;
117 • I F , CMAX>10t<“ 5 ) ’ THEN* •go t o*  12;
118 c a p : = s o l  d 1  + soLCNi ;
119 • FOR*I:  = 1 * STEP * 1 •UNTIL*< N- 3 ) / 2 •
120 CAP:sCAP+2*SOLC2*I+13 ;
121 • FOR*I: = 1 * S T E P * 1 ' UNTI L*( N -1) / 2 •
122 CAP: =CAP + 4*SOLC2*I 3;
~ 123 CAP : a H * C A P / ( 6 * ( 1 - D E D )  ?
124 WRITETEXT ( * ( •USINGX*)*) ;
u: 123 PR I NT( N» 2# 0 ) ?
126 WRITETEXT<• < •POINTS#ANDXWITH*)•
1 2 ?  ^ NEWl I NEd)  T
128 w r i t e t e x t < • c s e p e RAt i o n *) •) :
- 129 PRlNT<SEP»1#5) ;
130 wR I tEj Ex t ^ < , DEl TA * ' ) * ) ;
- 1 3 t p r i n t <d e l #2#5>;
132 N E Wl I N E d ) ;
-i- - 1 33” WRITETEXK • C«XWEXFINDXTHATXTHE•
__\ 34_ WRITETEXTC('CAPACITYXsEPSIlONO
Z I  1 3 3 _ PRINT<CA^ ' 5 , 5 ) ;
136 newl! n e <2>;
E £ i.l3 £ • g o j O * 15;
_ _138„ • e n d *;
139l_.. 16i : .
____ 139 • e n d •;
Z: 140 •END*;
HEMT F R 51 LENGTH 1701
OE BUCKETS USED
A1.2 The Operation of this Program
The program given above was written in ALGOL 60 and run on an 
ICL 1905, using GEORGE 2/MK 9B. It is designed to carry out the
numerical operations necessary for the solution of the equations (3*18)
and (3.19)♦ Two N.A.G. library procedures are used during the program’s 
operation.
ALGOL 60's block structure is utilised to allow the use of 
dynamic arrays. In this way the core size is kept to a minimum, although 
when the number of points used in the creation of simultaneous equations 
(Section 3.4) was 70, a core of approximately 47K was required.
The N.A.G. library procedures mentioned above are D01ACA, and 
E04ATA. The first of these is an integration routine, and the second 
solves n simultaneous equations.
The local procedures El, E2, and E3 are functions which are used 
by the integration routine in order to evaluate the value of the
kernel in equation (3.18) for fixed values of u and t. Care has been
taken to ensure the convergence of the integrand when L01ACA is called.
As a device to save time, the matrix Ml is used to store the
results of the procedure M. In this way the procedure M is only
2accessed 2n - 1 times, before the evaluation of the n elements of 
the array A.
After A has been evaluated the program solves the simultaneous 
equations, as described in Section 3.4. It also evaluates the capacity, 
given by equation (3.19).
A1.2 Adaptation of the Program
To change this program into a form suitable for the solution of 
equation (3*30), it is only necessary to change two signs and the factor 
in the line
CAP: = H * CAP/(6*(1-DEL))
to allow for the fact that the required answer is the charge instead 
of the capacity.
To alter the program to produce results applicable to chapter 4, 
the changes are only slightly more difficult. Although the change 
from 11 cos s cos t" to "sin s sin t" may appear more than trivial 
as we compare equations (4.20) and (3*18), since each is broken down 
into a combination of cos (s+t) and cos (s-t), it is clear that a
simple change of sign will suffice again.
The most important change involves the matrix B, whose elements
are no longer all equal. Even these modifications, however, must be
regarded as trivial, as must those concerning the final integration 
and outputting of the results.
The program has also been adapted for use by R. Shail.
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